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This thesis begins with a graphic exploration and analysis of Toni Morrison’s fiction.

It attempts to concretize the imagined spaces of the stories as well as map the unusual and idiosyncratic details of the architecture. There is an awareness that there is an origin for her architecture in real life, however what is recounted in the stories is a mutated architecture that is a product of Morrison’s memory and imagination.

Graphic and literary analysis look for the symbols and elements that are recurrent in the stories, as a way to grasp an idea of an architecture that is part of a particular and potent black fiction.
If a house burns down, it's gone, but the place the picture of it stays, and not just in my rememory but out there, in the world.

*Beloved*, Toni Morrison
As architect of her fiction, Toni Morrison constructs a world that hovers between reality and fantasy, history and myth. In her world, ordinary places; the shack, the storefront, the clapboard, the plantation house, undergo a transformation and a manipulation that is simple, yet carries with it an aspect of the uncanny and the surreal.

This thesis attempts to harness some of the power of Morrison’s fiction, and create an architecture that uses her narrative and its qualities as its foundation.

Threshold becomes the architectural concept that links Morrison’s fiction to my architecture. Doorway and staircase gain significance as recurring architectural elements; passage through these spaces is more than just crossing a plane, but an extended experience in itself. It is this aspect of delay and the thickening of the experience of the threshold that is ultimately the focus of my design for an urban bookstore.
Walker Evans, Interior, sharecroppers cabin

**Septo.** “I felt a very strong sense of place, not in terms of country or the state, but in terms of the details, the feeling the mood of the community, the town.”

**Morrison.** “Sometimes my relationship to things in a house would be a little different from say my brother’s or my father’s or my son’s... I clean them I move them and I do intimate things “in place” “

taken from conversations with Toni Morrison

Review 18. 1977: 473-89
Uncanny and the surreal in Morrison’s fiction

Fanatasy, the supernatural, superstition, affect Morrison’s architecture as they affect her characters. What is uncanny and surreal that can be detected or imagined in Morrison’s novels can be understood from the works and writings of surrealists and other artists.

Surrealism:
the principle ideals or practice of producing fantastic or incongruous imagery in art and literature by means of unnatural juxtapositions and composition.

Websters dictionary

As an art movement improperly visual and impertinently literary. Relatively inattentive to the imperatives of form and mostly indifferent to the laws of genre.

.. the unconscious in the real  pg xiii

The following notes are taken from Hal Foster’s Compulsive Beauty

If there is a concept that comprehends surrealism, it must be contemporary with it, immanenet to its field;.....
I believe this concept to be the uncanny, that is to say a concern with events in which repressed material returns inways that disrupt unitary identity, aesthetic norms, and social order.

pg xvii

Everything tends to make us believe that there exists a certain point of the mind at which at which life and death, the real and the imagined, past and future, the comminicable and the incomminicable, high and low, cease to be perceived as contradictions.

Breton “Second manifesto du Surrealisme” La Revolution surrealiste 12 (December 15, 1929)
Seeing Uncanny

Paintings, collage and sculpture offer the visual imagery that allow an interpretation of "uncanny" and facilitate the move from the verbal concept as expressed in the stories to the visual and three dimensional as explored in this thesis.

de Chirico: Evil Genius of a King

De Chirico,

James Cornell, Blue Peninsula

Magritte, Time transfixed
The marvelous

pg 20
...the subjective effects of the marvelous, its disorientation of "memory" its disruption of "identity"

What is admirable about the fantastic is that there is no longer anything fantastic: there is only the real.

Breton

the marvelous is the uncanny—but projected in part away from the unconcious and repressed material toward the world and future revolution.

Foster

Uncanny— immanence of death in life.

The paradox of surrealism, and the ambivalence of its most important practioners is this: even as they work to find this point they do not want to be pierced by it, for the real and and the imagined, the past and the future only come together in the experience of the uncanny, and its stake is death

pg 23
Beauty will be not only convulsive or will not be, but also compulsive or will not be. Convulsive in its physical effect, compulsive in its psychological dynamic. Surrealist beauty partakes of the return of the repressed, of the compulsion to repeat. That is to say partakes of the uncanny.

pg 190
Not only did the interior become identified with women, but interiority became associated with femininity wether understood as spiritual, emotional or hysterical.

pg 194
As the uncanny involves the return of a familiar thing made strange through repression, so aura also concerns "a strange web of space and tim: the unique appearance of distance, however close at hand. In some sense then aura and anxiety share a point of origin or intersection in the uncanny, a point developed in surrealism.
4 stories 4 families 4 homes

My investigation begins with four of Morrison’s novels

**Beloved** 124 Bluestone Road, home of Baby Suggs, Sethe, Denver (and Beloved)

**Sula** 7 Carpenter’s Road, home of Eva, Hannah, Sula Peace (and others)

**Song of Solomon** Darling Street, home of Pilate, Hagar, Reba Dead (and Bones)

**Bluest Eye** Broadway and 35th street Lorain Ohio, home of Pecola, Sam, Cholly and Mrs. Breedlove

Apartment above Miss Marie, China and Poland
This house he told her to leave as though a house was a little thing — a shirt waist or a sewing basket you could walk off from or give away any old time

pg 23 Beloved
Notes on a Haunted House

The theme of the haunted house is a familiar one in American fiction. The intimacy and familiarity of the domestic space of the haunted house revives in the fervent imagination the dormant nightmares of under-bed-monsters and awake in our conscious adult minds the uncertainty and fear of the unknown and other worldly in what is supposed to be a safe refuge.

Toni Morrison's Beloved is retrospectively part of the gothic tradition and brings to that genre of fiction a voice that has never been heard. She also brings a different understanding of dealing with the unknown and its potential for evil. In Beloved it is not met with fear. Annoyance and intolerance cause the boys to leave and allows the man to chase it away, but acceptance allows the women left behind to survive.

Architecturally the haunted house is as important for revealing the nature of the characters as it is for revealing itself. In Edgar Allen Poe's Fall of the House of Usher, the architecture in its dim gloominess seems much like the owner himself. The physical decay of the house becomes representative of the similar demise of the family and the individuals themselves.

Victor Hugo, Maison Visionée
124 WAS SPITEFUL. Full of a baby's venom
Peace lived in a house of many rooms
The House that Eva Built

The House of Peace

Sula is about multiplicity, complexity, about multiple selves and extremes of spirit. About awareness of self and creation of identity. The novel bears the name of one character but it is about the life and death of a whole community. About women and their relationships and about their choices. About the ability to be the percursor of good and evil. And about not knowing or caring about which or whose side you are on. The reader too is in a dilemma, aware that he or she cannot be too quick to judge.

The architecture of Sula reveals these contradictions, these complexities and multiplicities, these blurrings and confusions.

Sula Peace lived in a house of many rooms that had been built over a period of five years to the specifications of the owner, who kept on adding things: more stairways, there were three sets to the second floor — more rooms, doors and stoops. There were rooms that had three doors, others that opened out on the porch only and were in accessible from any other part of the house; others that you could get to only by going through somebody’s bedroom. The creator and sovereign of this enormous house with four sickle pears in the front yard and the single elm in the back yard was Eva Peace, who sat in a wagon on the third floor directing the lives of her children, friends, strays, and a constant stream of boarders.

Notes

hierarchy and trinity
Eva, Hannah Sula
Biblical names (Sula derivation of the name of an hermaphoditic African goddess)

However Morrisson says she choose the name because of its commoness so that people might see Sula more as the woman down the street Sula-Mae.

SeboULisA

Hierarchy etc. suggests an architecture in classical sense that would draw on the classical motif of trabeation and the triumphal arch.
There is a sequence in the novel that begins to chart a possible plan for the house. This sequence forms a core around which the rest of the house might be configured.

There are of course many possible configurations and the aim is not to find the single possibility but to manifest the multiplicity of the text and its characters by the multiplicity and the possible complexity and configurations of the plan.

However this sequence can suggest that there is a core, a heart, a soul to the house, much in the same way that there is a core to these characters and it is the point that they come to know themselves.

In the hey day of the house and at the height of Eva’s reign the house is full of people and the community is strong in its traditions whether they be as obscure as national suicide day or as sure as Hannah Peace having sex with your man.

The house is conceived internally, from within. Aside from the description of the sickle pear trees in the front yard as Boyboy’s girl friend leaned against the tree in her pea green dress and loud city laugh, there is really no description of the house from the exterior. Again this is tied to the importance of the discovery of one self. Hannah’s exterior appearance as well as Sula’s denied the effect that they had on the community. However Sula did have a mark as did Eva indicative of their uniqueness.

The house has a section which is as complicated as its plan, however beyond its enormity it has no elevation.

27.05.96
Symbolically Eva should have the top floor to herself. Balcony offers access to the outside world. Would like to think somehow that from her room she could look down on all that was hers.

Right away some problems — Drawings show house conceived as a single continuous entity. Rather the house conceived /built in a more piecemeal fashion. Necessary to think of house in discontinuous fragments. However there must be an understood core, for the house was built and then added onto. Also consider that Eva had money so that she could afford to create this edifice.

Stairs are revealed as a significant architectural element. Eva lived on the third floor at the top of the house where she chose to retire after her meeting with Boyboy. There are three sets of steps to the second floor, important in contradiction or opposition to the fact that when Eva created the house she had only one
Stairs are also important in Beloved. Baby Suggs was pleased and proud to discover that her new home was two storeys even though with a bad hip she would never be able to climb the stairs.

The significance of the stairs increases with their transformation to "lightning white" so that the crawling already baby could see, to be able to climb them.

No Backdoor. In Beloved the back door is boarded up. Baby Suggs says if someone wants to come in they have to go through her. At the same time it emphasises how in some ways the women are trapped in a home that is also a prison.

Back window in Eva's room boarded up after the death of Hannah, and after Eva had jumped out of it. Pilates house also has no back door.
Louise Fucron is the creator of this house. Photograph taken by Beverly Buchanan
M.C. Escher

Stephen Alcorn

Kurt Schwitters, Merzbau

Fabrizio Cleric, The Minatour in the Labyrinth
The journey to freedom takes slaves from the southern regions of the USA to the freedom of the north. Ohio known as the front porch of Canada and freedom was therefore a state of refuge for the runaway slave. With the Ohio River at the south and Lake Erie to the north, crossing each body of water brought one closer to freedom.

Ohio thus can be perceived as a threshold, as a zone of transition, a point of delay where things—slow down.
Morrison was born and grew up in Lorain, Ohio, on the shores of Lake Erie. Lorain was the site of her first novel *Bluest Eye*. Cincinnati and its environs, were the setting for *Beloved* and *Sula*. *Song of Solomon*, is set in another northern state, most likely Michigan. However the large body of water is an important symbol in all the novels. Interpreted as a definer of threshold in this thesis, lakes, river and sea become important sites and registers of zones of transition and delay.
site as threshold

Lake Erie

Ohio River
Cincinnati's Over The Rhine was the home of the city's German immigrant population, during the 1800s. On the northern side of the canal on the edge of the city and just before the rising highland, this portion of Cincinnati can be conceived as a zone of transition. The architecture of the area is dominated by what are described as German hotels. These tall row house type buildings supported several families at a time. Eventually the families would move out of the hotels and the neighborhood as their fortunes improved. Today the Over the Rhine region is populated mainly by African-Americans and Hispanics. Now these hotels have become permanent residences and in a sense these zones of transitions are now traps where-in time has slowed and there appears no escape.
Images of Over the Rhine
site as threshold

conceptual site drawings
site as threshold

The site of architectural intervention is the space between buildings. Existing as a zone of transition through its use as fire exits, the alley way fulfils the criterion for threshold as a space between, a point of crossing, as a thickened boundary.
The Project
The Urban Bookstore seeks to explore the concept of threshold as discussed throughout this document. Sandwiched between two buildings, the structure is at the same time part of, yet separate from its hosts. Movement throughout the building explores the concept of threshold, of its thickening and the idea of delay. The longitudinal section explores the thickening of threshold as a series of horizontal bands which mimic the wall of the existing building, which is the original threshold and point of entry. The concept of delay as it relates to threshold is manifest in the reading boxes. Here threshold is more of a zone and the act of passing through is slowed down or thickened to the point that there is an actual halt of movement.

The verticality of the building is of course a product of the site. However movement through the building visually and physically has a strong vertical dimension that plays upon the idea of the transitional space and the idea of constantly moving through.

There is an intent in the design for a strong sense of materiality. This is much more an influence of the nature of the novels themselves than it is a conceptualizing of the ideas of threshold. Describing Morrison's fiction and architecture as gritty, speaks of an awareness of nature and an appreciation for what is natural. The building attempts to keep one in awareness of self, through place, through the use of materials, (almost heavy-handed at times in the singularity of the material). Wood, metal and glass and light are used throughout the building, to create differing effects, in order to permit a narrative of the building to be read.
Second floor plan
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